Webinar 2012 02

- Recording
- When
- Where
- What
  - Tiki 8 feature presentation (20 min)
  - Examples of Tiki in Use (10 min)
  - Developer discussion (30 min)
  - Open Space and community discussion (30 min)
- Who
  - Listing during webinar

Recording

- part 2 (fast forward to second minutes)
  - Forward Link protocol (36m30s)
- where is part 1?

When

Thursday, February 16, 2012 at 21:00:00 UTC time (click for time zone in your city)

Where

- live.tiki.org via BigBlueButton
  - All you need is a web browser with Flash enabled
  - Make sure to have a headset (otherwise, we'll mute you to avoid background noises)
  - You'll also be able to phone in using Skype or a regular phone, but in this case, you won't have access to chatroom and presentation.

What

See Webinars for a detailed description of sections. Number of minutes is very loose. We'll adapt the people participating (number of questions, etc.)

Tiki 8 feature presentation (20 min)

Via the example of the Tutela project, we'll see many advanced Tracker techniques and new features only found in Tiki 8 such as PluginCustomSearch and makes great use of Unified Search as well.
Examples of Tiki in Use (10 min)

Developer discussion (30 min)

- domPDF (Brian Sweeney)
- JisonParser (Robert)
  - How could this help us for print? (ex. alternate wiki output for WikiBookXML)
- PluginConvene Jyhem has suggestions
- How to create an SVN external (docs needed)

Open Space and community discussion (30 min)

- Batch on bug tracker, continue the discussion from last month, after some tests, as agreed in the last webinar
  - Work in progress. Some bugs fixed, but testing is still ongoing (Nobody has been able to confirm yet that emails are sent as expected by the Batch feature in advanced and with the body of the message. Xavi suggests to postpone discussion until next webinar (unless someone else has some extra information or dev. power/time available).
- ImgDirectoryRevamp
- modernising the Tiki websites
  - design/theme, menu structures
  - maybe a Tiki internal design contest?
  - one aspect of marketing - maybe other aspects of marketing to following webinars?
- How to get people to design for Tiki
  - an "a thousand themes for Tiki" campaign
  - maybe a public contest with some good prizes funded by sponsors
- do we want to apply for Google Summer of Code (GSoC) 2012 pros and cons
- jQuery-UI always on in Tiki9+?
- Add your topic here

Who

At the last webinar, we were over 15 people. You can put your name below if you want, but there is no need to register. Just show up!

- Marc Laporte
- Daniel
- T Dubinsky (Dubsy)
- Torsten Fabricius
- Olaf-Michael Stefanov (omstefanov)
- Jean-Marc Libs (jyhem)
- Gary Cunningham-Lee (chibaguy)
Current attendees:

Guest: Carol (VIEWER)
sylvie (MODERATOR)
Fred Dixon (MODERATOR)
Guest: RTJ (VIEWER)
Guest: Notre1 (VIEWER)
Guest: Pete Jalajas (VIEWER)
Guest: Emmett (VIEWER)
Jonny Bradley (MODERATOR)
Guest: Chealer9 (VIEWER)
Guest: LaLine (VIEWER)
anonymous (VIEWER)
bsweeney (MODERATOR)
Guest: gezza (VIEWER)
anonymous (VIEWER)
Torsten Fabricius (MODERATOR)
robertplummer (MODERATOR)
Guest: Reed (VIEWER)
Guest: Nelson (VIEWER)
Guest: Fabien Ménager (VIEWER)
xen (MODERATOR)
Marc Laporte (MODERATOR)
xavi (MODERATOR)
Guest: nkruse (VIEWER)
anonymous (VIEWER)
Guest: Pete Jalajas (VIEWER)
Rick (MODERATOR)
Jyhem (MODERATOR)
Olaf-Michael Stefanov (MODERATOR)
luciash d' being (MODERATOR)